
The Simple Pump: Your Best Solution for Well Water during All                                            

Power-Outage Emergencies!                                                                                                             

By Emmy McAllister  

 

Dear Black Forest Friends, 
 
Every year for the past six years, my husband Paul Smith and I have had the pleasure of 
volunteering our time to help friends, neighbors and many of our garden club members acquire 
the highest quality non-electric well pumps available on the market today. 
 
These pumps are called "Simple Pumps"... and they truly are both simple and amazing! Paul and 
I have had ours for over eleven years and we are very happy with it - especially when our 
electricity   goes out for days at a time and our animals are thirsty! We have also found that our 
Simple Pump gives us tremendous peace of mind.  
 
The Simple Pump is one-of-a-kind non-electric well pump, and that’s why over 11,000 of them 
are in use all over the world, mostly in 3rd world countries where they are used every day. 
 

The Simple Pump can pump water from as deep as 325' below ground. 
 

It is very easy to pump - very unlike the manual pumps we used to have years ago! 
 
It never freezes up, no matter how cold it gets. 

 
There is an optional accessory that pressurizes your home’s pressure tank so you can 
flush your toilets and get water from your kitchen and bathroom faucets. 
 
The Simple Pump comes as a kit, with all the parts and materials needed to install it.                
 
The Simple Pump was designed to be installed by homeowners.  It is so easy to install 
that it usually takes only three or four hours for two people to install it, following the 
detailed and easy-to-understand instructions in the installation manual that comes with 
the kit. 
 
Installation instructions are also available online, along with installation videos, so 
that homeowners can get a good idea of how Simple Pumps are installed.   
https://simplepump.com/support/installation-instructions/.  
 
About 80% of the Simple Pumps that Paul and I have helped local homeowners acquire 
have been installed by – or could have been installed by – the homeowners 
themselves. 

 

https://simplepump.com/support/installation-instructions/


Our own Simple Pump starts gushing water after only 6 pumps. It has never frozen up, can 
pressurize our pressure tank to supply water in the house any time we want it to, can send 
water to our gardens or holding tanks and has given us no trouble of any kind! 
 
Here are some of the things Paul and I do to assist local families who are interested in getting 
their own Simple Pumps:   
 

We help them determine whether their well would be able to accommodate a Simple 
Pump: We bring our equipment to their property to measure how far below ground the 
top of the water in their well is. We take measurements of their well cap and well casing 
and of the space available between the inside of their well casing and the existing drop 
pipes where their Simple Pump will go. We determine if there are any special 
circumstances that would need to be addressed during installation.  
 
Before Paul and I leave their property, we let the families know whether or not, in our 
opinion, their Simple Pump could be installed without any professional help. Of course, 
homeowners always have the option to call in professionals to do their installations for 
them if they wish. 
 
Once we have accurate data, and if a family’s well qualifies to accept a Simple Pump, we 
fill out and send a Request-for-Quote form to the Simple Pump Co.   It is from this form 
that the pros at the company figure out what parts would be needed for each 
installation and what each Simple Pump configuration would cost.  
  

The average cost for a Simple Pump in our area this year so far has been 
around $2400 plus shipping, including the 10% group discount.  There is no tax. 
The $2400 does not include the cost of professional installation, which can vary 
widely from installer to installer. Wait times for professional installation can 
also vary widely.  
  

At this time, there is about a 3 month wait between the time a family orders and the time 
their order is shipped. 

 
Paul and I do the coordinating and facilitating of the group purchases to make sure that 
everyone in the group orders at about the same time to qualify for their 10% discount.  

 
You can find much more information about Simple Pumps at http://www.simplepump.com.  
To ask questions, or if you would like to schedule an appointment for Paul and me to come 
out to your property to take measurements, please phone me on my land line, 719 494 -1546, 
or drop me an e-mail at HealthSolutionsNow@earthlink.net   
 
Warm regards to you all, 
 
Emmy McAllister, Founder/Facilitator of the Black Forest Victory Garden Club 

http://www.simplepump.com/
mailto:HealthSolutionsNow@earthlink.net

